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The City of Redding faces significant financial challenges in the context of the current recession, 
with current revenues substantially lower than in recent years.  Meanwhile the City faces increas-
ing health care costs and a temporary but significant spike in its CalPERS retirement contribution 
obligations because of the retirement system’s stock value losses during the real estate bubble col-
lapse in 2008.  

With this fiscal reality as context, this report analyzes some of the social and economic costs 
related to two initiatives that the City of Redding is proposing to place on the ballot.  These initia-
tives would make the following changes in key retirement benefits that the City currently provides 
to eligible employees:  

• Eliminate the current system of 50/50 retirement health premium payments, in favor of a two-tier 
  system in which new City employees would receive no health benefits at retirement.  

• Require city workers to take over the “employee” share of CalPERS retirement contributions, 
  which the City took over after it withdrew from Social Security in 1982.  The rate is 7% of 
  covered payroll for non-safety workers (MISC rate) and 9% for safety workers.  

FINDINGS

• Overall, the proposed measures will likely have little impact on the short-term budget crisis, and 
  potentially undermine future government essential services. 
  Ballot initiatives are rarely helpful for solving difficult budget problems, tending to lead 
   to polarized debates and politicized oversimplification of complex issues.  They also tend 
   to constrain budgeting options over the long term.  
  The specific proposals being considered for the ballot are likely to have a only 
   modest impact on the current budget crisis, or none at all, and even carry a risk of possibly 
   increasing future health care costs.
  The proposals also have the potential to undermine the long-term effectiveness of 
   essential government services by making it more difficult to recruit and retain adequately 
   qualified personnel.   Public sector wages in Redding can be characterized as being fair, 
   with a flat, equitable compensation structure that allows most workers—not just 
   professionals—to be economically self-sufficient.  The long-term impacts of what amount 
   to structural reductions in this compensation system should be weighed carefully, and 
   should not be proposed as solutions to a short-term budget crisis. 
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Elimination of 50% Retiree Health Premium Benefit—Analysis 

• The measure would not affect the current budget crisis since its immediate impact is only on 
  estimates of future liabilities, not current expenditures.
  The measure is primarily a reaction to GASB 45, a new government accounting rule 
   requiring state and local agencies to estimate and report future liabilities for retirement 
   benefits (other than pension).  
  That liability was estimated to be $82.6 million on 1/1/09, $12.1 million less than the 
   previous year because of changing assumptions.
  The measure would apply only to new hires, so its effect on the City’s health care outlays 
   would only occur when they retire.  
  Significant impact on the budget would not be felt for at least another decade, given the 
   average employee today has been with the City for 12 years; a minimum retirement age of 
   50; and an average retirement age of 58 among existing retiree health beneficiaries.  

• The measure would risk “adverse selection” in the City’s health insurance risk pool when new hires 
  eventually retire, which could actually increase the City’s current unfunded liability for future 
  retiree health benefits.  
  As new hires retire, there is a strong chance that the sickest will participate 
   disproportionately in the City’s health plan, provided such an option is offered.  This is 
   known as “adverse selection.”  Average (per-person) claim costs are likely to increase as a 
   result.  
  This could increase premiums for everyone in the health plan, including retirees for whom 
   the City is obligated to pay half the cost.
  The City’s own actuarial consultant has demonstrated that a similar policy change 
   (elimination of premium cost benefit at age 65, applied to new hires) risks creating this type  
   of adverse selection problem and thereby increasing current unfunded liability for retiree 
   health care.

• The measure would jeopardize the health and financial security of future retirees.
  Provided the City allows retirees from the new hire cohort to participate in its group health 
   plan at full cost, the monthly premium would equal or exceed monthly City-sponsored 
   CalPERS benefits for a majority of retirees.  
  If the City denies coverage to retirees, they will face even higher costs in the individual 
   insurance market and risk being denied coverage due to age and health status.
  Lack of affordable coverage leads to lack of necessary medical care, with potentially 
   serious health consequences. 

• Ballot measures are poor mechanisms for addressing City budgeting processes, especially one as 
  complex as GASB 45 unfunded liabilities.  
  In contrast, experts recommend an incremental approach and evaluation of multiple 
   options in order to reduce future health care liabilities for retirees.
  An up or down vote via ballot initiative on the single most drastic option—eliminating 
   retiree health benefits entirely for new hires—is likely to polarize public debate and is 
   unlikely to yield optimal outcomes for the City, its workers, and the community.
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Reduction of City Retirement Contributions to CalPERS 
 
• Unlike private sector employees, Redding employees do not accumulate Social Security 
  benefits through City employment.  This is because they agreed to forgo those benefits in return 
  for the City paying for the employee share of CalPERS retirement contributions.    
  The City stopped paying into Social Security in January 1982.  
  The City fully assumed the employee share of CalPERS by FY 1984 for non-safety 
   employees and by FY 1990 for public safety workers.  
  The employer rates for CalPERS during the early 1980s exceeded 16%, higher than 
   they have been since, including the current fiscal year.

• The City’s employer share of CalPERS retirement contributions for non-safety workers has been 
  reasonably low over the long term, with opportunities to save funds towards cyclical rate hikes.  
  The rate averaged just below 6.4% over the past 15 years (including FY 2010), close 
   to the 6.2% employer share of Social Security. 
  Putting away a modest 5% of payroll for non-safety workers during the six fiscal years   
     (FY 1999 to FY 2004)—when the employer share was at or near 0% for this group—
   would have generated at least $10 million to shield the budget against current rate 
   increases.  

• Because City of Redding employees are not entitled to Social Security benefits through their 
  jobs, City-funded retirement makes up the most important means of retirement security for City 
  employees.  
  CalPERS benefits for City retirees averaged approximately $1,200 in 2007.  Because 
   of modest city-funded retirement benefits, City employees need to accumulate personal 
   savings just as private sector workers do in order to supplement Social Security income 
   in old age.

• The City proposal to stop paying the employee share essentially translates to a permanent pay 
  cut—6.5% for non-safety employees.  
  However the total cost of the employee share for all employees covered by CalPERS 
   makes up approximately 1.5% of the total City budget. 

• This will impose the greatest hardship on the lowest paid workers, who currently earn just 
  enough to make ends meet.  
  Example:  A worker earning $14/hour would see a reduction in take-home pay of 
   approximately $135/month.  
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The City of Redding faces significant financial challenges in the context of the current recession.  In 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2009, the City was forced to amend its budget several times due to lower-than-ex-
pected revenues.i  With revenues still declining, the budget for the current fiscal year (ending June 30, 
2010) is about $307 million, down from expenditures in FY 2008 of $344 million.  The coming year 
provides no relief, with the FY 2011 budget expected to be 7.2% less, based on a further projected 
7.9% decline in revenues.  With sales tax and building permit revenues still declining, the City has been 
having difficulty balancing its budget.  

This report analyzes some of the social and economic costs related to the two proposals to change the 
retirement benefits of City workers.  The City of Redding is considering putting two initiatives on the 
ballot to eliminate key benefits that it currently provides to eligible employees.  While exact language 
has not been released for the proposed ballot, the basic proposed changes are likely as followsii:

• The City proposes to eliminate the current system of 50/50 retirement health premium 
  payments, in favor of a two-tier system in which new City employees would receive no health 
  benefits at retirement.  Currently the City pays 50% of the cost for retirees who choose to 
  continue in the City’s health insurance program.  Details of the new policy have not yet been 
  made clear—for instance whether future retirees will be required to pay full premium cost in 
  order to participate in the City’s health plan, or whether they will be excluded from the health 
  plan altogether.  

• The City proposes to require City workers to take over the “employee” share of CalPERS retirement 
  contributions, which the City took over after it withdrew from Social Security.  The rate is 7% of 
  covered payroll for non-safety workers (MISC rate) and 9% for public safety workers.  

In proposing these measures, the City Council is responding to both reduced revenues and specific 
challenges related to retirement benefits.  The first proposal relates to rising health care costs and to 
a new government accounting regulation that requires cities to report unfunded liabilities for future 
retiree health care.  The second proposal has been prompted by a cyclical increase in the CalPERS 
employer contribution rate (paid against future retirement benefits for active employees) in the wake of 
stock market losses in 2008.  

As a rule, ballot initiatives are rarely helpful for solving difficult budget dilemmas.   This is because 
they tend to lead to polarized debates where complex issues are simplified for political expediency.  
They also constrain budgeting options in the long run. 

Furthermore, the specific proposals above are likely to have minimal impact on the current budget 
crisis.  The retiree health care proposal has no short term budget impact, while the CalPERS contribu-
tion proposal will save only a modest amount while failing to address the underlying problem of how 
the city manages CalPERS rate volatility. At the same time, because the measures propose drastic and 
permanent policy changes in wages and benefits, they risk undermining long-term effectiveness of 
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essential government services by undermining the ability of the City to recruit and retain qualified 
workers.  

With regard to the elimination of retiree health benefits, this report concludes that there are serious 
fiscal and social downsides that should be considered.  The policy entails risk of adverse selection in 
the City’s health insurance risk pool (which would tend to raise unfunded future liabilities for 
existing retiree obligations).  City workers would be exposed to serious health and financial 
insecurity in retirement.  It is also important to note that this proposal has no bearing on the current 
budget crisis because it will not have significant budget impact felt for at least a decade.

Based on an analysis of CalPERS contributions for non-safety workers (which are valuated sepa-
rately from safety workers), this report suggests that CalPERS has given good value over the long 
term in return for modest average contribution rates.  While shifting the cost of the 7% employee 
share will ameliorate the short-term crisis, it will also have a lasting impact on recruitment and reten-
tion while failing to address the core, ongoing problem of how the City manages cyclical fluctua-
tions in the employer rate.  By taking the money saved during the six years in the recent past when it 
paid very little or nothing for the employer share, the City could have prepared a substantial cushion 
against rate increases over the next several years.  

Background: Public Worker Compensation

In addition to budgetary management and fiscal accounting challenges, these measures also reflect 
broader debates about public employee compensation.  Thus, before analyzing the specific proposals, 
it is useful to put City jobs and benefits in perspective.  

• Flat pay structure:  Ratio of highest salary in City to lowest wages in City is approximately 10 to 
  1.  This counts even seasonal positions filled primarily by high school students.  When such 
  positions are excluded, the ratio is less than 9 to 1.  In contrast, average CEO pay in 2009 was 319 
  times more than average worker pay in the U.S.iii City wages are more equitable than private sector 
  wages, providing better opportunities for all workers—not just professionals—to be economically 
  self-sufficient.  

• The City pays below market for many middle and high rung jobs.iv For instance, the City’s salary 
  schedule for Associate Civil Engineer specifies $36.60-$38.43/hour in the middle range (steps 4 & 
  5), compared to the median hourly pay of $41.44 among civil engineers in Shasta County 
  according the California Employment Development Department (EDD).  Similarly the city pays 
  $23.60-$24.78/hour for Management Analyst I compared to a median pay of $28.64 for all 
  Management Analysts in Shasta County.v Another example is the wage for City of Redding 
  electrical utility linemen, which is $36.78/hour.  Local wage data for this occupation is not available 
  from the EDD; however, a comparison with over a dozen regional electrical utilities indicates the 
  City’s wage for this occupation is among the lowest in the industry, trailing far behind Pacific Gas 
  & Electric wages of $45.78-$48.08/hour for the same job.  In general, workers in the public sector 
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  trade off pay in return for stable employment, family sustaining benefits, retirement security, 
  and a sense of mission concerning the public good.  

• While the City pays somewhat above market wages for the lowest paid employees, it is barely 
  enough for working families to make ends meet.  The lowest paid City workers, such as entry 
  level Solid Waste Truck Drivers, Cashiers, and Clerks, earn approximately $12/hour.  This is 
  barely enough for a two-working-parent family to make ends meet in Shasta County if the 
  employer pays the full cost of health insurance.vi This level meets basic monthly expenses and 
  does not allow for significant savings or retirement security.  Without sufficient income to allow 
  for adequate savings, and excluded from Social Security as City workers, these workers would 
  have bleak prospects for retirement but for employer-provided benefits.

• CalPERS retirement benefits for City of Redding employees are substantially below national 
  average for state and local government employees.  In the 2007 fiscal year, non-safety retirees’ 
  benefits averaged less than $14,500/year, while the national average was $21,800 for all 
  occupations.vii This understates the difference in total retirement benefits because the latter 
  includes retirees who are entitled to Social Security through their public sector jobs.  It is also 
  worth noting that public retirement benefits also have multiplier affects across the economy.  In 
  2006, each $1 paid out of state and local government pension plans induced $2.36 in total 
  economic output.viii

With this context in mind, the remainder of this paper analyzes some of the implications of the pro-
posed ballot initiatives to the City and its workers.
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The City shares the cost of participating in the City’s health plan with current retirees on a 50/50 ba-
sis, and has promised many active employees the same benefits for their future retirement security.  
The monthly premium has increased steadily and is currently $1,356.  The City Council is now con-
sidering moving forward with a ballot initiative that would eliminate retiree health insurance pre-
mium benefits for new hires.  Thus, when new employees retire, they would have to decide whether 
to participate in the City’s health plan at a very high cost (if such an option is open to them), or go 
without health coverage.  

The City seems to be considering this proposal partly in response to Government Accounting Stan-
dards Board Bulletin No. 45 (GASB 45), issued in July 2004.  GASB 45 requires public agencies 
to report the value of future retirement benefit obligations other than pensions for current employ-
ees, but does not require that agencies set aside funds for these benefits.  Because the City pays for 
retiree health insurance on a pay-as-you-go system and only recently started to pre-fund a small 
portion of these benefits, the size of this liability is substantial.ix 

The liability is determined through an actuarial valuation—an estimate based on a complex set of 
assumptions about retirees, their health care consumption, the future cost of care, and the makeup 
of the insurance risk pool.  When assumptions about these factors change, the size of the liability 
changes.  The City of Redding’s GASB 45 liability was estimated to be $82.6 million on 1/1/09, 
$12.1 million less than the previous year because of changing assumptions.x

Implications for the City

The proposed measure would not affect the current budget crisis because its immediate impact is 
upon estimates of future liabilities, not current expenditures.  

As described above, this measure concerns future liabilities for retiree health care and will apply 
only to new hires.  Thus its effect on the City’s actual health care outlays will only occur when new 
hires eventually retire.  Significant impact on the budget will not be felt for at least another decade, 
given the average employee today has been with the City for 12 years; a minimum retirement age 
of 50; and an average retirement age of 58 among existing retiree health beneficiaries from all City 
departments.  

The proposed measure would risk adverse selection in the City’s health insurance risk pool when 
new hires eventually retire, which could increase the City’s current unfunded liability for future 
retiree health care.  

Assuming the City provides the option to participate at full cost, there is a real possibility that only 
the sickest retirees from the new hire group will participate in the City’s health plan. This is known 
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as “adverse selection,” a phenomenon well documented in research.xi While claim costs could be 
lowered, retiree premium contributions could lower even further, leading not just to increased 
premiums but increased total cost to the City.  

In December 2008, the City’s own actuarial consultant prepared a report comparing the GASB 45 
liability under the status quo versus under a policy change in which the City’s payment of retiree 
health premiums would be eliminated when the retiree reached age 65 (the minimum age for 
Medicare eligibility).xii The report estimated future costs without adverse selection and with adverse 
selection.  With no adverse selection, the City would save money on retiree health costs. If, however, 
take-up rates fell to 20% (among retirees age 65 and older) who have 80% of the claims, total claim 
costs would be 20% lower, but the amount contributed by retirees would drop by 43%.  Therefore 
the total City liability could rise from a then-estimated $94.7 million to $108.5 million under the 
new policy with adverse selection.xiii

Whether enough retirees decide to opt in or out of the health plan if they have to pay full cost 
depends on the elasticity of demand for health care. (Demand is relatively elastic if people’s 
willingness to buy something changes with the price; for instance, demand for luxury goods is more 
elastic than the demand for food). The demand for health insurance is much less elastic for seniors 
than it is for younger people. However, if insurance premiums continue to rise at the current pace, 
the risk of a scenario in which the City liability grows is very real because many seniors on limited 
incomes will simply be priced out, as discussed below.

The proposed measure would likely have a negative impact on City worker morale, recruitment and 
retention.  

Retirement security, including access to affordable health insurance during retirement, is a 
significant draw in favor of public sector employment.  For middle and high rung workers, including 
professionals and some skilled trades, such benefits offset lower wages vis-à-vis private sector 
employment.  While the recession has reduced turnover across the economy, the measure would 
make it more difficult for the City to recruit and retain the best workers over the long term.  

Implications for City Workers

By decreasing access to medical care, the proposed measure would jeopardize the health and finan-
cial security of future retirees.  

Many City retirees simply would not be able to afford the full premium cost.  For example, if an 
average City retiree receiving retirement benefits in 2007 had to pay the full monthly premium of 
$1,056, this would have absorbed 87% of pre-tax CalPERS pension benefits that year.xiv Premium 
cost is much higher today ($1,356), so its ratio in relation to retirement benefits would be even 
greater.  

If the City chooses to entirely eliminate access to the City’s health plan to new retirees when they 
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retire, these retirees would be hard-pressed to find other options.  Individual health coverage for 
retirees is all too often “prohibitively expensive” and seniors are routinely denied coverage due to 
their age and health status.xv

Higher out-of-pocket costs, much less lack of health insurance, leads to the lack of medically 
necessary care.  At the same time, seniors are the most in need of care, in particular preventive care 
to control chronic conditions that will worsen and require expensive medical interventions if left 
untreated.  Research shows that people defer preventive care when uninsured, and that seniors 
deferring medical care even for short periods of time leads to serious health consequences and 
higher costs down the line.xvi

Seniors age 65 and older who only rely on Medicare without supplemental coverage are still at risk 
of losing their retirement security to medical costs.xvii, xviii About 60% (183) of the 298 retirees 
(including surviving spouses) in the City of Redding’s health plan are pre-Medicare age.xix The most 
recent actuarial valuation assumes an estimated retirement age of 60 for non-public safety workers 
and 54 for firefighters and police for currently active employees.  Thus it is probable that most 
retirees from the new hire cohort will be seriously at risk of lacking health coverage under the 
proposed policy.

Conclusion on Heath Care Benefits Proposal

Ballot measures are poor mechanisms for addressing city budgeting processes, especially one as 
complex as GASB 45 unfunded liabilities.  The City has a legitimate concern about future retiree 
health costs.  However, the proposed measure has potential unintended consequences in terms of the 
City’s budget and its ability to recruit and retain quality workers over the long term in order to pro-
vide the best services to the community.  Rather than try to solve such a complex issue at the ballot 
box, the City would likely do better to explore a range of options in partnership with its employees.  
A report issued by the Center for State and Local Government Excellence—a 
nonpartisan research organization committed to promoting excellence in public service—concludes 
that “an incremental approach to managing retiree health care costs has certain advantages” and 
stresses the importance of examining the complex legal, accounting, and tax questions that are 
involved with some alternatives.”xx Options include cost containment, cost sharing, efficiencies, 
future cost shedding, pre-funding mechanisms, selling assets, and wellness and preventive illness 
programs; several elements may be combined into a multi-pronged strategy.  

A rush to decide the issue through an up-or-down vote on a ballot measure that presents only one 
option, and the most drastic one at that, limits public debate to finger-pointing and is unlikely to 
generate the best outcome.  Since this is a long term problem, it is worthwhile to carefully evaluate 
multiple options and their consequences in order to choose the best course for the City, its workers, 
and the community.
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Reduction of City Retirement Contributions to CalPERS

Annual CalPERS contribution rates have two components, a stable “employee contribution rate” 
rate and a fluctuating “employer contribution rate” (see chart below).  The City agreed to pay for 
the employee share of CalPERS when the City withdrew from Social Security in the early 1980s.xxi 

(Up to one-third of employers participating in CalPERS covers the employee share, though this is 
not tracked formally by CalPERS.xxii) The employer rate increased substantially after 2005 because 
of CalPERS asset value depreciation when the dot-com bubble collapsed in 2001, and is expected to 
increase again because of the effects of the housing bubble collapse in 2008.  The proposed policy 
would shift the employee share back to workers--7% of covered payroll for non-safety workers 
(“MISC” rate group) and 9% for safety workers (SAFETY rate group). 

CalPERS Contribution Rates
City of Redding/MISC Group (Non-safety)
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Is CalPERS too costly?

By agreeing to pay the employee share of CalPERS, the City was able to withdraw from Social 
Security.  

The City of Redding stopped paying into Social Security in January 1982.  In exchange, the 
City took over the full employee share for non-safety workers by FY 1984 and safety workers 
by FY1990.  Between 1982 and1984, the employer rate was above 16% for non-safety workers, 
higher than it has ever been since, including the current rate of 13.491% in FY 2010.

The City’s employer share of CalPERS retirement contributions for non-safety workers averaged 
just below 6.4% over the past 15 years, while the normal employer share of Social Security is 
6.2%.xxiii, xxiv

As the above chart shows, the employer rate fell precipitously after 1985 and remained low for 
nearly two decades.  This is a relatively low cost for providing retirement security to longstanding 
City workers.  The average rate is so low because most CalPERS retirement benefits are funded 
by return on market investments.  The employer rate cycles in direct opposition to market perfor-
mance, going down when stock values climb and going up when stock values fall.  The employee 
rate meanwhile stays the same.

In 6 out of the past 15 fiscal years (ending FY 2010), CalPERS assets for non-safety City of Red-
ding employees exceeded projected asset value.  The surplus allowed the City to pay only 1.116% 
in FY 1999 and 0% in FY  2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004.  If the City had put away a modest 
5% of covered payroll—which is less than long-term averages—into an interest-bearing account 
that kept place with inflation, it would now have a $10 million cushion against current rate increas-
es (see table below). 

Savings Scenario for Years with Low CalPERS Rates (2009 dollars)
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Given the stability of the employee share, the problem is fundamentally about the volatility of the 
employer rate for CalPERS, which has been very low over the long term but which also requires 
planning due to its fluctuations with the business cycle.  
  

Implications for City Workers

Unlike private sector employees, Redding employees are not entitled to Social Security benefits 
through City employment.  Consequently, City-funded retirement makes up the most important 
means of economic security in old age for City employees.  

Workers agreed in the early 1980s to forgo Social Security in exchange for the City taking over the 
employee share of CalPERS retirement contributions (7% for covered non-safety workers and 9% 
for safety workers).  They understood that the City would also continue to pay the employer share 
as usual.  The City has continued to abide by that agreement until today.  

Even for seniors who receive average Social Security payments, employer-provided retirement 
benefits are essential to keep them out of poverty.xxv For workers who do not accumulate Social 
Security benefits through their work, employer plans are especially important—as is the ability to 
accumulate additional savings towards old age.  As discussed in the Introduction, average CalPERS 
retirement benefits for City retirees was $14,500/year in 2007, significantly lower than the national 
average for state and local employees (some of whom receive Social Security in addition).  This 
means personal savings is just as important for City workers as it is for private sector workers who 
need to build assets in addition to supplement Social Security income.

The City proposal to stop paying the employee share is essentially a permanent pay cut—6.5% 
from the gross for non-safety workers.  

If the proposed policy were implemented in FY 2010, the City would save a modest 1.5% of the 
city’s $306 million budget.  However, the permanent impact on employees would be much more 
substantial.  If the employee share of CalPERS historically covered by the city is counted as pay, a 
payroll deduction of 7% of wages towards CalPERS for non-safety workers translates into a 6.5% 
reduction in gross pay.  Because the city seems to be proposing to stop paying the employee share 
indefinitely, this amounts to a 6.5% permanent pay cut.

The measure will impose the greatest hardships on the lowest paid workers, who currently earn just 
enough to make ends meet.

For a non-safety worker earning $14/hour, the measure translates to a permanent reduction in take-
home pay of approximately $135/month after taxes.  This estimate is for an individual filing as a 
single person with one exemption.  
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Conclusion on CalPERS contribution proposal

As the current statewide governance crisis demonstrates, deciding complex budget and fiscal 
management issues through the ballot box has not worked for the State of California.  It 
introduces rigidity where flexibility is required to deal with complex accounting, tax, and legal 
issues.  The City’s proposal would save about 1.5% of the budget through an across-the board 
permanent pay cut for all workers covered by CalPERS, but measure also carries the risk of 
undermining the City’s ability to recruit and retain quality workers over the long term in order to 
deliver high quality services.  
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i Nonetheless, one-time expenditures made the FY 2009 budget exceptionally large compared to
previous years.    
ii Letter from City Manager Kurt Starman to the City Council, “Subject:  Discuss the Possibility of 
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